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. Updated Masterlist · BSM 1: You sneak out/do something bad and he grounds you. BSM 6: His
girlfriend has done something bad and says it was you. Preference #5: You're their sister, but
secretly dating one the boys. BSM: You Have A Bad Day And Lash Out On Him (Harry, Louis &
Liam) (Niall & Zayn).I've supported One Direction since X Factor!. BSM- You have your period
and ask one of the other boys to get you. Preference - Your TEEN wets the bed."Write drunk;
Edit sober". I'm Lynn, I write 1D Preferences\BSM\DDM ! Hope you like it !!! Start a conversation
with me, I am always willing to talk :) ◇◇◇Kik; lynn.
BSM #2: He Won't Let You Out of the House In What You're Wearing Harry: (Age 17) You walk
downstairs in an outfit you find completely appropriate for someone your age.
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BSM #2: He Won't Let You Out of the House In What You're Wearing Harry: (Age 17) You
walk downstairs in an outfit you find completely appropriate for someone your age..
Preference #5: You're their sister, but secretly dating one the boys. BSM: You Have A Bad
Day And Lash Out On Him (Harry, Louis & Liam) (Niall & Zayn).I've supported One
Direction since X Factor!. BSM- You have your period and ask one of the other boys to get
you. Preference - Your TEEN wets the bed."Write drunk; Edit sober". I'm Lynn, I write 1D
Preferences\BSM\DDM ! Hope you like it !!! Start a conversation with me, I am always
willing to talk :) ◇◇◇Kik; lynn.
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112 115 3d honda ima light is on in England and.. Updated Masterlist · BSM 1: You sneak
out/do something bad and he grounds you. BSM 6: His girlfriend has done something bad
and says it was you. Preference #5: You're their sister, but secretly dating one the boys.
BSM: You Have A Bad Day And Lash Out On Him (Harry, Louis & Liam) (Niall & Zayn).I've
supported One Direction since X Factor!. BSM- You have your period and ask one of the
other boys to get you. Preference - Your TEEN wets the bed."Write drunk; Edit sober". I'm
Lynn, I write 1D Preferences\BSM\DDM ! Hope you like it !!! Start a conversation with me, I
am always willing to talk :) ◇◇◇Kik; lynn.
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confines of the.. Preference #5: You're their sister, but secretly dating one the boys. BSM: You
Have A Bad Day And Lash Out On Him (Harry, Louis & Liam) (Niall & Zayn).I've supported One
Direction since X Factor!. BSM- You have your period and ask one of the other boys to get you.
Preference - Your TEEN wets the bed."Write drunk; Edit sober". I'm Lynn, I write 1D
Preferences\BSM\DDM ! Hope you like it !!! Start a conversation with me, I am always willing to
talk :) ◇◇◇Kik; lynn..
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